DataSense Automatic Meter Reading System
Overview
Miltel’s DataSense™ Automatic Meter Reading system has a history of proven
performance and had been in actual field use for more than ten years. The
system includes a full range of radio-based solutions and an open-architecture
management system. With its large number of sites around the world, Miltel has
gained extensive experience in designing and operating fixed-network systems
under a wide variety of conditions and local requirements.
A true multi-utility system, DataSense™ supports water, gas, and electric meters
all within the same network.

Concept— from reading meters to managing infrastructure
Miltel believes that the true potential of an AMR deployment should encompass
more than simply recording consumption once a month or so. DataSense™
reads and delivers a continuous stream of data, enabling the management
system to provide not only extensive billing information but also management
intelligence that can lead to significant savings on an on-going basis.
The system is based on a fixed network architecture that has been designed by
Miltel’s telecommunication engineering team. The system layout includes
gateways for data collection and processing and repeaters to extend the system
network coverage. The design is based on low cost, multi-meter, multi-utility
(water/gas/electricity) one-way and two-way transmitters, that the strategic
placement of high sensitivity receivers. Information is collected continuously
from meters and sent out in radio packets based on a set of time and
consumption algorithms. Information is transferred from the gateways via WiFi,
Cellular (GPRS), or LAN to the control center for analysis.

Global deployment
Miltel has installed DataSense systems in a large number of different operating
environments. The systems have received approval for use in the United States,
throughout Europe, as well as the Far East. Miltel’s experience includes
implementations of its technology in projects with complex buildings, widespread
townships, underground installations, and many other difficult to read meter
installations.

Miltel has implemented its system to operate at a number of different unlicensed
and licensed radio frequencies in the range of 150Mhz – 470Mhz. The system
works with any pulsed output or encoded meter, whether it’s gas, electric, or
water.

DataSense™ System Components
Management Center—DataSense™ software
The DataSense™ system accumulates and consolidates information received
from the fixed-network gateways including meter status, consumption data,
malfunctions, and reconciliation of total building vis-à-vis total individual
consumption.
DataSense management software facilitates full control of consumption and
provides customer support functionality. The capabilities enabled by the
management software are the key to transforming simple consumption readings
into proper management systems. The key element is DataSense’s open
architecture which allows for easy integration and interface with existing billing,
support, and management information systems.
•

Consumption Information—On-line, real-time access to all system and
consumption data relating to a customer or group of customers, including
a complete history of the customer’s consumption.

•

Reporting—Comprehensive management reports reflecting system-wide
consumption with detail to the individual meter level, meter malfunction
reports, exception reports, and including extraordinary consumption,
unaccounted for consumption, and much more.

•

Data import/export—Sophisticated data import and export functions—
data are easily collected from other MIS systems and captured into the
DataSense database; consumption and billing information can be userdefined specifically for external billing or other existing systems.

•

Performance analysis—DataSense provides advanced tools
measuring system radio performance and system troubleshooting.

for

Transmitters
Miltel Communications’ transmitters are low-power, long-life radio transmitters.
They can be both multi-meter as well as multi-utility. The transmitters include a
sophisticated software module that collects information from the meters to which
they are connected, analyzes data according to customer-defined parameters,
and transmits the collected data to the Gateway.
The transmitter functionality is highly flexible and depending on the application,
they can transmit accumulated data as frequently as every fifteen minutes.
Miltel’s transmitters are adaptable to a wide range of environmental conditions,
including indoor and underground installations. Optional waterproofing is
available (IP-68 compliant), as well as an optional battery that extends useful life
from ten to twenty years.

External or Embedded
The merits of having external or embedded transmitters are relative, no one
answer will provide a solution for every case. On the one hand, having the
transmitter embedded within the meter makes for quicker installation and cuts
down on vandalism; on the other hand, external transmitters are easier to
maintain, have better reception, and can be attached to a much wider range of
meters or sensors.
Our external transmitters have been integrated with a very large number of
meters. We can also offer embedded transmitters with a growing number of
meters.

One-way and two-way
Two-way communications are now a requirement in more and more projects
around the world. Increasingly, we find that the needs are more than simple
meter reading and have expanded into management. Miltel responded to this
challenge by developing two-way transmitters that can enable utilities to more
effectively manage their assets: from taking a “snapshot” of consumption at a
given time, to giving the command to close valves, it is advanced management
made possible by Miltel.
Of course, Miltel continues to offer and develop standard-setting one-way
transmitters.

Adapted globally
Miltel has installed systems in a large number of different operating
environments. The systems have received approval for udse in the United
States (FCC), throughout Europe (CE), as well as the Far East, Mexico, Brazil,
Australia, and others.
Miltel’s experience includes implementations of its technology in projects with
complex buildings, widespread townships, underground installations and many
other difficult-to-read installations. Miltel has implemented its system to operate
at a number of different unlicensed and licensed radio frequencies in the range
from 150—470 Mhz.
A variety of other applications can be implemented utilizing the same basic
AMR/AMI system and infrastructure:
•

Data Analytics

•

Leak Detection

•

Sewer Level Monitoring

•

Fire Hydrant Management

•

Pressure/Flow Management

•

Waste Water Management

•

Non-Revenue Water

With respect to implementation within a WiFi or other public network
environment, Miltel's DataSense system provides for superior radio propagation:
•

Typically 1-2 reception nodes per sub-metering site

•

1-3 reception nodes per square mile for utility applications

•

½ -1½ mile range for utility pit installations

•

2-3 mile range for water tower reception nodes

•

3-5 mile range for communication tower reception nodes

For metering applications, the benefits to the utility:
•

Accurate and up to date consumption data to aid with demand planning

•

Timely warning of exceptional demand

•

Identification of the location of the exceptional consumption

•

Suspected leakage notification

•

Continuous monitoring to assist in ‘Right Sizing’ of water meters

•

Possibilities of seasonal and time of day tariffs to control demand

•

More accurate bills

•

Fewer disputed bills

•

Identification of non-advancing meters as soon as they stop, thus less
resources ‘lost’ and less customer disputes

•

Internal meter locations are now practical as there is no need to obtain
access to read the meter

•

Call center information on consumption by consumer are up to date in real
time, thus customer queries are easier to handle

•

Continuous billing cancels seasonal peaks in call center

•

Night flow analysis

•

Meter ‘slow-down’ analysis

•

Reduces call center response time to close customer inquiries

•

Accurate consumption profiling of commercial consumers

The benefits to the utility company's customers are:
•

Billing will be more accurate as the data is current and not the result of
estimates due to the difficulties of reading a meter covered in dirt or in a
deep pit, installed in an inaccessible location, etc.

•

Better information available to answer queries at the Call Center

•

Optional web access to consumption data

•

Optional SMS or e-mail alerts

•

Improving resource management could lead to fewer restrictions

•

Pipe bursts and leakage in consumer’s property can be identified quickly

At a glance
•

Easy interface to any pulsed output or encoded meter (water, gas, and
electric)

•

Cumulative information stored and transmitted

•

User defined data transmission rate

•

FCC and CE approved

•

One-way and two-way

•

Optional features
o
o
o
o

Tamper protection
Immersion protection (IP-68)
Low battery indication
Long-life battery

Transmitter Installation
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Multiple electric meters
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Three pit-set water meters connected to
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Single underground water
meter connected to an STx-1
transmitter
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